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Aculux initia™ … Precision Defined with Value in Mind 
Affordable  |  Elegant  |  Flexible

Aculux initia™ is a comprehensive family of affordable and elegant 3-inch precision recessed luminaires  

ideally suited for budget sensitive projects demanding exceptional cutoff and glare control. This family  

of downlight, adjustable accent, and wall wash luminaires features superb color consistency and multiple  

lumen packages in a variety of styles for unparalleled design flexibility. With Aculux initia, sophisticated  

and high-performance downlighting has never been more attainable. 

 

Precision Crafted Trims

Available in round and square apertures,  

Aculux initia offers precision crafted die-cast 

trims, resulting in an elegant room-side  

appearance that blends seamlessly  

with any architecture.

Aculux initia is the ideal  
solution when ceiling 
brightness and glare  
control cannot be  
compromised. With  
45 degree visual cutoff,  
Aculux initia is the only  
affordable precision 
recessed luminaire  
that delivers a truly  
quiet ceiling.

Competing BrandsAculux initia™

75º                                70º                                

Quiet Ceilings that Inspire

60º                                

Quick, Effortless Aiming 
Adjustable accent luminaire features  

0º– 35º vertical and 359º horizontal aiming.

Field-Interchangeable Optics 
Available with field interchangeable  

optics in four beam spreads.

Optical Accessories 
Accepts up to 2 beam  
control lenses or filters.

18º         25º         35º            50º

35º359º

Visual Cutoff

45º                                
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Comprehensive 3" Family 
New Construction Remodel

Non-ICAT ICAT Non-ICAT

Function and Lumen Packages

3000K 3500K 4000K2700K

80+ / 90+ CRI 80+ / 90+ CRI 80+ CRI 80+ CRI

Color Temperature

Adjustable Accent Downlight and Wall Wash

Delivered Lumens 
400 | 800 | 1200 | 1500

Chicago Plenum

Binned to < 2 SDCM

90+ CRI

WarmDim® 
3000K-
1800K
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Aculux precision luminaires have a well-deserved  
reputation for quality and innovation in the world of  
architectural lighting. They were among the first to offer 
discreet LED recessed adjustables featuring precision 
geared aiming and field interchangeable optics. Aculux 
precision recessed luminaires have always led the industry, 
delivering the highest center beam candlepower and  
lumens from smaller apertures while maintaining quiet  
ceilings that blend seamlessly into the architecture.  

Designed and engineered specifically for residential,  
hospitality, and corporate interiors, Aculux provides a 
touch of elegance and sophistication that lights up  
a room. 

Aculux initia™   
Wide Selection of Beautiful Trims

Downlights Deep Reflectors              Bevels               Flat Pinholes  

Adjustable  
Accent
 

White Paint Clear Diffuse Clear Specular

Wheat Diffuse Black Specular

Lensed  
Wall Wash

Aculux initia™ offers a variety of trims in multiple finishes to coordinate with virtually any architectural interior.  
Available in flanged or flangeless, these trims integrate seamlessly and discreetly into any ceiling and come in a 
variety of styles: spun-aluminum reflectors, die-cast bevels and die-cast pinholes, which coordinate perfectly with 
the fully featured Aculux 3” series. Initia delivers that quiet and elegant Aculux visual experience you desire, all 
within a reasonable budget.

CAN BE USED TO
COMPLY WITH 2019

HIGH EFFICACY LED LIGHT 
SOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Finishes

White Paint Clear Diffuse

Wheat Diffuse Black Diffuse

Flange Style

Flanged Flangeless (Gypsum)


